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MCELL. GENERALIZED MONTE CARL0 COMPUTER SIMULA- 
TION OF SYNAI'TIC TRANSMISSION AND CHEMICAL SIGNALING. 
T.M. Bartol Jr.', J.R. Stiles, M.h% Salpeter, E.E. Salpeter, and T.J. Sejnowski. 
Computational Neurobiology Laboratory,-% Salk Instih~te, La Jolla, CA 
92037, and Section of Neurobiology & Behavior, Cornell University, I h c a ,  NY 
14853-2702. 

We have developed MCELL, a software tool for 3D Monte Carlo simulation 
of ligand diffusion and chemical signaling, focusing on neurotransrnitt?r release 
and quanlal current generation at a peripheral (Bartol et al., 1991, Biophys. I. 
59:1290; Anglister et al., 1994, Neuron 12:783; Stiles et al., 1996, PNAS, in press) 
and central synapse (Bartol et al., 1993. Soc. Neurosci. Abst. 19:1515). MCELUs 
generality has been expanded to allow simulation of nlultiple ligand and recep- 
tor classes, along w ~ t h  complex 3D arrangements of diffusron boundaries rep- 
resenting multiple cell or organelle membranes. Sinlulations are des~gned us- 
ing a Model Description Language to define ligands and other molecular coil- 
stituents (e.g. receptors, enzymes, uptake sites), the arrangement of boundaries, 
the timing of ligand release, and additional parameters. Thus, many processes 
in addition to synaptic transmission can now be modeled. We plan to make 
MCELL available to other investigators, and will present here its overall design, 
capabilities, system requirements, and pl 'med future feahlres. Tutorial simu- 
lations designed to highlight MCELL's use will be presented: (1) Random walk 
model of ligand diffusion, with net flux(es) in 1,2, or 3 dimensions. (2) Subcellu- 
lar structures defined by diffusion boundarics. (3) Ligand diffusion and chemi- 
cal reaction (e.g. receptor binding and activation, enzymatic hydrolysis) w~tllin 
structures, for single or multiple classes of lig<md and receptor. (4) Neurotrans- 
mitter release from a svnaptic vesicle with changing fusion pore d~mensions. 
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A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE TIME COURSE 
OF THE SYNAPTIC CONDUCTANCE UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF INADEQUATE SPACE CLAMP 
Michael Hausser* & Arnd Roth. Laboratoire d e  Neurobiologie, Ecole 
Normale SupCrieure, Paris, France; Abteilung Zellphysiologie, Max- 
Planck-Institut fur medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg, Germany. 

Many neurons have extensive dendritic trees, and therefore somatic 
"voltage clamp" of distal synapses is associated with substantial 
distortion of the synaptic curre~its. We  introduce a novel method which 
allows for faithful extraction of the decay tlme course of the synaptic 
conductance independent of dendritic geometry and the electrotonic 
location of the synapse. The  method is based o n  the experimental 
procedure of Pearcc (Neuron 10: 189, 1993), consisting of a series of 
voltage jumps at various times during the synaptic conductance. The  
synaptic charge associated with each jump is determined, and the time 
course o f  the recovered charge is then fitted with one  o r  more 
exponentials. The  relative amplitude of multiple exponentials is best 
estimated by fitting the difSerentiated charge recovely. 

The  method was tested with simulations u s i q  simple "ball-and- 
stick" cable models  as well as  detailed compartmental models  of 
pyramidal and Pttrkinje cells. T h e  method was successful in  all the 
tested geometries, even with high access resistances, leaky cells, and the 
most distal synapses: the decay time course of the synaptic conductance 
could be recovered to within a few percent. W e  have used the method to 
demonstrate that the climbing fibre and compound parallel fibre 
synaptic currents in Purkinje cells have a prominent slow component. 

Supported by the HFSPO, the CNRS, and the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft. 
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PEKIKHINAL-AMYGDA1.A NEURAL NETWOKK hIODEI, OF 
TEMI'OKAL ENCODING IN FEAR CONDITIONING. K. 11. Tien. 
B. Faulkner. and T. 11. Brown*. Depts. of Psychology and Cellular and 
Molecular Physiology, Yale University, New Haven, ST  06250. 

In fear conditioning, animals not only associate the conditioned stimulus (CS) 
and unconditioned stimulus (US), but also learn about the CS-US interval, 
which can be several seconds or longer. Explanations for encoding such long 
durations-such as endogenous clocks or huge nu~nbcrs of reverberatiorrs around 
long polysynaptic circuits-suffer on empirical andlor Uleoretical grounds. 

We hnve developed an hypothesis that offers an explanation based on 
observations (see Faulkner and Brown, Neurosci. Absrr., 1996; Moyer and 
Brown, Neurosci. Abstr., 1996) of the physiology and morphology of neurons 
in the rat perirhinal cortex (PR) and the lateral amygdaaa nucleus (LA). Here we 
begin to formalize the hypothesis in tenns of a dynamic neural network model. 
The model's neurons, designed to capture key aspects of the obsenaed input- 
output relationships, ;re of three general types: last-ruing, delayed- firing, and 
regular-fuing. ?lie latter vary widely in accommodation. Tl~e CS is represented 
by activity in PR layer I afferents, wh~ch make com~ectiot~s with specific cell 
woes in lasers I. IUIII, and V. Proiections to 1.A ;ue from layers V a ~ d  VI. 

delays a ~ d  activity windows depend on the particular cells in Ule paU1way. We 
assume that a Hebbian synaptic modification can occur in LA when CS- 
generated input to a cell coincides with US-generated activity to the same 
neuron. After conditioning, Uie CS causes an enhanced response only in those 
LA neurons whose original activity was appropriately timed relntive to the US. 
CS-produced activity in LA causes appropriately-timed output from the central 
nucleus of Uic anygdala, ~est~lting in conditioned fear. 
Supported by gruntsfrorn the Office of Naval Research (THBJ and Nationnl 
brstitutes of Health VHB and BFJ. 
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SYNAPTIC CUKKENI'S EVOKE11 IN LAYER V I'ERIRFIINAL 
CORTEX. J. R. Mover. Jr.* and T. H. B m .  Dcparmieots of Psychology 
and Cellular & Molecular Biology, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520. 

The perirhinal cortex (PR) and lateral nucleus of the amygdala seem 
importantly involved in aversrve conditionmg. We have bcen ~nterested in 
understanding at a cellular level how information is processed wulun and 
between Uiese brain regions. As part of this effort, we l~avc been cllaracterizing 
aspects or the cellular physiology and morphology (see Faulkncr and Brown, 
iVeurosci. Abstr., 1996) that seem relevant to a U~coretical understanding of 
circuit-level compulations (see Tieu et al., Neurorc~. Abstr., 1996). 

During avcrsive conditionma, some of the inlormatton conccrninr! the 

PR. Here we examine synaptic transmrssron from layer I to layer V. . ~ s t n g  
horizontal rat brain sl~ces, whole-cell reco~dulgs were made from PR layer V 
neurons under direct visual control usme infrared. d~flerent~al-~ntcrferencc- 
contrast, {tdeo microscopy Synapuc rtsponses mere ~ ~ o k c d  h) passing brief 
current pulse? through a h~polar stlmulatmg electrode p o w o n d  In Lyer I 
Uslug mlnlmal stlmuiatlon, we attempted to e ~ o k e  u n u q  synaptic currents 
wlltch were then compared w~lh spontaneous nnan t i~  currents m Ule yame cell 
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SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND DlVliKSITY OF NEUKONS IN 
THE RAT PERIKBINAL - LATEKAL AAIYGDALA REGION. 
B. Faulkner*. and T, li. Brown. Depts, of Psychology and Cclluku and 
Molecular I'hysiology. Yale University. New liaven. CT 06250. 

Perirhinal cortex (PI<) and lateral mlygdala (LA) seem critlcaily involved in 
aversive conditioning. To undcrsmd bow inhrmatioii is prcKessed and stored in 
this region, we need to elucidate neuronal suucture-function relationships and 
local circuilry. Such data are being acquired using whole-cell recording 
tecl~niques combined with video microscopy, which allows visual presclectlon ol 
neurons. Aner recording, biocytiil-filled cells and ibex axons are reconstrucleti 
using a camen lucida. 

PR layer I contains sparsely-distributed last-firing neurons, presumed to k 
inhibitory, with processes contained witlrin Ule layer. Fast-firing cells occur 
throuahout Pit and LA. Reaular-firing and delayed-ruin2 neurons in layers ll/lll 

Layer Va conlains large pyramids, either regular-firing or burst-tiring, whose 
dendrites extend through layer I and wliose prhnar)' axon travels in Ule extenml 
capsule. In contrast, large pyramids In Vb often have bifurcating apicals that do 
not extend beyond V aid primary axons Ulat cross the external capsule and 
project across LA. Layer VI is replele wth horlzonlally-elongate dclayed-firing 
cells and regular-Siring stellates. LA contains all of the physmlogical 
heterogeneity seen in PI< as well as cells lhat exhibit extreme accommod;~uoo. 
beinr: very resistant to s~ikina more than once or twice to a l o n ~  current sten 

Tieu et al, Neurosci. Abstr.. 1996). 
St~pporreii by the Ofice of Naval Reseurch (THBJ arid Nafional Institufrs of 
Healrh (THO and BF). 




